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Introduction
This paper is a sequel to the author's work [8]. It is concerned with the
structure of symmetric groupoids (alias "symmetric sets/' or "symmetric spaces"),
and with the interplay between symmetric groupoids and groups that are generat-
ed by involutions (GI groups). As in [8], it is this close relationship between
symmetric groupoids and GI groups that provides our leίtsatz. Recent work on
symmetric groupoids by other authors (for instance [2], [4], and [6]) has followed
a similar path.
The notation and terminology of [8] will be used without explanation or apo-
logy in this paper. Our numbering here begins with Section 5; references to
material in Sections 1 through 4 are to the relevant parts of [8]. Nevertheless,
the dependence of this work on the earlier one is more apparent than real : the
following four sections of this paper can be read with only occasional reference
to Sections 1, 2, and 4 in [8].
5. Structure
A few fairly obvious statements can be made concerning the algebraic
structure of symmetric groupoids. They will be made in this section.
DEFINITION 5.1. Let A be a symmetric groupoid. A subset B of A is a
subgroupoid of A if B is closed under the binary operation of A. If B satisfies
for all a^A and
then B is called a normal subgroupoid of A
NOTATION. We write B<A if B is a subgroupoid of A, and B<]A if B
is a normal subgroupoid of A.
Lemma 5.2. Let A be a symmetric groupoid, and suppose that B^A.
Then B is a normal subgroupoid of A if and only if ξ(b)^B for all b^B and
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This lemma is a corollary of 1.13.1.
Corollary 5.3. If A is a symmetric groupoid, and a^A, then A(A)a =
{ξ(a): ξ^A(A)} is a normal subgroupoid of A.
The normal subgroupoids of A that have the form A.(A)a will be called
principal. Since Λ(^4) is a group, it is clear that if δe h.(A)a, then A(A)b=A(A)a.
Thus, every symmetric groupoid is partitioned into a disjoint union of principal
symmetric groupoids.
Lemma 5.4. The set of all normal subgroupoids of a symmetric groupoid A
is a complete atomic Boolean algebra under set operations. The atoms of this
Boolean algebra are the principal normal subgroupoids of A.
Corollary 5.5. Every symmetric groupoid decomposes uniquely as a disjoint
union of its principal normal subgroupoids.
NOTATION and TERMINOLOGY. Let {A^i^J} be the set of distinct
principal normal subgroupoids of A, so that A= (Jίe/A » where the sets that
occur in this union are disjoint. This expression will be called the principal
decomposition of A, and the subgroupoids Ai will be called the principal com-
ponents of A. If |/|=1, that is, A=A.(A)a for every a^A, then A will be
called a principal symmetric groupoid.
The following observation is a direct consequence of these observations.
Lemma 5.6. Let G be a GI group, and suppose that A<I(G) is such that
(Ay=G. A subset B of A is a normal subgroupoid of A if and only if B is closed
under conjugation by elements of G. In this case, the principal decomposition of
B coincides with the expression of B as a union of conjugate classes in G. Moreover,
is a normal subgroup of G, and G/<fi>=<{<i<fi>: a<=A—
Lemma 5.7. Let f: A-+B be a homomorphίsm of symmetric groupoids such
that f(Zn(A))^Zn(B) for all n<ω, that is, f<=S
ω
. If A{ is a principal com-
ponent of A, then there is a principal component Bj of B such that f(A
s
)<Ξ:Bj.
Proof. If A,=A(A)a9 then by lΛ5J(Ai)^A(f)(A(A))(f(a))^A(B)(f(a)).
Corollary 5.8. Iff: A-^B is a surjectίve homomorphίsm of symmetric grou-
poids, then f maps the principal components of A onto the principal components of B.
Proof. By 2.7 and 1.16,/<ΞcS
ω
 and Λ(/) is surjective. Thus, f(λ(A)a)=
f(ά).
DEFINITION 5.9. Let A be a symmetric groupoid. A normal subgroupoid
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B of A is called a factor of A if boa=a for all a^A—B and δe£. If
and the only factors of A are 0 and A, then ^4 is called indecomposable.
Lemma 5.10. Let A be a symmetric groupoid.
5.10.1 If B is a factor of A, C is a factor of B, and C<\A, then C is a factor
of A.
5.10.2. If {£, : i<=J} is a set of factors of A, then [)
 ίe/ Bi and f) ίe/ 5, or*
factors of A.
Proof. Leta<=A—C,b<=C^B. Either a<=A—B, or a<=B—C. In both
cases, boa=a. Hence, C is a factor of A. The proof of 5.10.2 is similar.
In general, the complement of a factor needn't be a factor. An instance of
this phenomenon is provided by the symmetric groupoid A of Example 4.13
and its factor B={a, c}. However, for a fairly general class of symmetric
groupoids, the set of factors is closed under complementation. We will call sym-
metric groupoid balanced if it satisfies the law
uov = v-*> vou = u .
Every special symmetric groupoid is balanced, but by 4.21 there are balanced
groupoids that are not special.
Lemma 5.11. Let A be a balanced symmetric groupoid. A subset B of A
is a factor of A if and only if aob=bfor all b^B and a^A—B.
Proof. Since A is balanced, this condition is necessary in order that B
be a factor. For the converse, it is enough to show that cob^B for all c^B,
b^B. If cob^A—B, then co(b°c)= (cob)oc=c. Hence, boc=co(co(boc))=c.
Since A is balanced and cob^b, this is impossible.
Corollary 5.12. If A is a balanced symmetric groupoid, then the set of all
factors of A is a complete, atomic Boolean algebra under set operations. Thus, A
is uniquely a disjoint union of indecomposable factors.
Lemma 5.13. Let B be a factor of the symm et ic groupoid A. Then the
inclusion mapping h: B-*A induces an infective group homomorphism Λ(A):
A.(A). The restriction map f: ξ-*ξ\(A—B) is a surjective homomorphism of
to K(A—B) such that Ker f^
Proof. Let (bl9 •••, bn)<=Z>(B). Then \bl—\bn(c)=c for all c<=B, and,
since B is a factor, for all c^A as well. Thus, (bl9 •••, bn)<=Z(A). By 1.15, h
induces a homomorphism Λ(A): Λ(5)-^Λ(^4). Since h is injective, so is Λ(A)
by 1.15. To prove the second statement, let ξ— λ
βl λβn, where a^ •• yaim&
A— By and the remaining α, are elements of B. Since B is a factor, it follows
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that if a<=A— B, then ξ(a)=\
ail \aim(a). Hence,ξ\(A—B)<=λ(A—B), so that
/ is a surjective homomorphism of Λ(^4) to Λ.(A— B). If £eImΛ(λ), then
ξ=\
aι
—\
βm
 with a^B. Consequently, ξ(ά)=a for all a^A—B. That is,
feKer/. "
Proposition 5.14. Assume that the symmetric grottpoid A is a disjoint uniot
offactωs: A= [j
 iGjB{. Then
Proof. By 5.13, the inclusion maps B^A induce group homomorphisms
). Also, the restriction maps ξ-^ξ\Bf are homomorphisms »,-:
)= A.(A— Oj&Bj), and Im/.cKer^. if ίΦ/. If a and δ are in
Bj, then (£, /f (λβ))(δ)=λβ(i>), so that^,/t- is the identity homomorphism of Λ(-B, ).
Finally, M(^ 4) c y .6/ Im/,- implies Λ(-4)=<U, e/ Im/i>. The proposition
therefore follows from a standard characterization of direct sums of groups. (See
[9], 4.2.1 for example.)
Corollary 5.15. If A is a balanced symmetric groupoid, then
,-), where each E{ is an indecomposable symmetric groupoid.
Corollary 5.16. Let G be a GI group with trivial center. Suppose that
A is a subgroupoid of I(G) such that <^4>=G. If B<\A, then the following condi-
tions are equivalent:
5.16.1. Bis a factor of A;
5.16.2. B centralizes A—B (as subsets of G);
5.16.3. G
This corollary follows from 1.11 and 5.14. Unfortunately, it is not true in
general that if A is an indecomposable symmetric groupoid, then Λ(^4) is an
indecomposable group.
The concept of a normal subgroupoid of a symmetric groupoid can be
generalized.
DEFINITION 5.17. Let B be a subgroupoid of symmetric groupoid A. A
subset C of A will be called a B-submodule of A if it satisfies: b^B and c^C im-
plies
Lemma 5.18. Let B be a subgroupoid of the symmetric groupoid A. Denote
ΛA(B)=<{\b:b^B}y. A subset C of A is a B-submodule of A if and only
if f(c)eC for all ξ<=KA(B) and c^C. For each a<=A, the set AA(B)a =
{ξ(a):ξ<=ΛA(B)} is B-submodule of A, and {KA(B)a: a<=A} is a partition of A that
refines the principal decomposition of A.
This lemma follows routinely from 5.17. The special case B= {b} is worth
examining in more detail. Plainly, ^A({b})—{lAy \b} and AA({b)}a={ayboa}.
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We will use the following notation and terminology. Denote Ob(a)={a, b°a},
and call this set the b-orίt of a. If \Ob(a)\ = 2, then this orbit is said to be
non-trivial] if |Oft(α)| =1, then Ob(d) is called trivial. We will denote the set
of all non-trivial i-orbits in A by Ob(A).
Lemma 5.19. Let A be a symmetric groupoid conatίning the elements ay
b, and c.
5.19.1. Ob(b) is trivial.
5.19.2. Ob(a)=Ob(boa).
5.19.3. IfξeΞΔ(A)9 then Oξω(ξ(a))=ξ(Ob(a)).
In particular, OC9b(coa)=\c(Ob(a))=coOb(a).
5.19.4. // Ob(A)=Oe(A), then \b=\c.
5.19.5. If A is balanced, then Ob(d) is non-trivial if and only if Oa(b) is
non-trivial.
Proof. The properties 5.19.1, 5.19.2, and 5.19.3 are consequences of the
three axioms that define symmetric groupoids, and the fact that A.(A)^AutA.
If Ob(A)=Oe(A), then Ob(a}=Oc(a) for all a^A. Hence, boa=coa for all a&A,
that is, \b=\c. By definition, A is balanced if and only if | Ob(d) \ — | Oa(b) \ for
all a and b.
Corollary 5.20. If b and c belong to the same principal component of the
symmetric groupoid A, then the cardinal number of non-trivial b-orbίts in A is the
same as the cardinal number of non-trivial c-orbits in A, that is \ Ob(A) \ — | OC(A) \ .
Proof. If c=ξ(b\ feΛ(-4), then by 5.19.3, ξ maps Ob(A) bijectively to
0C(A).
DEFINITION 5.21. Let A be a symmetric groupoid. For b^A, define the
degree of A at b to be the cardinal number
dA(b)= \\}OAA)\ = 2\OAA)\.
If b and c belong to the same principal component of A, then dA(b)=dA(c)
by 5.20. In particular, if A is principal, then the degree function is a constant,
which we will call the degree of A, and denote dA.
EXAMPLE 5.22. Let S
n
 be the symmetric group on n>3 letters. Denote
the conjugate class of transpositions in S
n
 by J
n
. Then J
n
 is a principal sym-
metric groupoid, (J
n
y=S
nί
 and Z(J
n
) is the identity congruence. If £=(1,2),
then the non-trivial δ-orbits are {(1,3), (2,3)}, {(1,4), (2, 4)}, •••, and {(l,n), (2,/z)}.
Thus, the degree of J
n
 is 2(n—2).
EXAMPLE 5.23. Let H be an abelian group. Denote by DH the generalized
dihedral group over H, that is, the relative holomorph Hoi (H, — 1#). Thus, H
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is a subgroup of index 2 in DH: DH=H\JaH, where a
2
=l, and axa= x'1 for all
x<=H. Then KH=I(DH)—I(H)=aH plainly generates Z) .^ The principal
decomposition of KH is easily seen to be KH= (J axH2, where x ranges over a set
of representatives of the cosets of H2 in H. Since (ax)(ay)(ax)=a(^y~1)
ί
 the orbit
O
ax
(ay) is trivial if and only if x*=y2, that is, yx~l^I(H). Thus, the degree
of KH at ax is | H—I(H)\ . In particular, if H is a finite group of odd order
n, then KH is principal of degree n— 1. Also, in this case Z(KH) is the identity
congruence on KHJ since Z)# is easily seen to have trivial center.
In case the group H in 5.23 is cyclic of order ny the group DH is the ordinary
dihedral group of order 2n. As usual, this group will be denoted by D
n
. The
corresponding symmetric groupoid KH will be designated by Kn.
6. Graphic methods
To each symmetric groupoid we can assign a directed graph. This device
makes it possible to cast many questions about the structure of symmetric
groupoids in geometrical form. In many cases, this graphical approach provides
new insight into the structural problems.
DEFINITION 6.1. Let A be a symmetric groupoid. The graph of A is
S(A) = (A, β(A)) ,
where 6(A)= {(a, b): aob^b} is the set of edges of S(A).
Since aoa=a, it is clear that <S(A) is a directed graph without loops. If
A is balanced, then (a, b)<=6(A) implies (b, a)<=β(A). In this case, S(A) will
be interpreted as an undirected graph ••• the edges (a,b) and (b, a) will be identified.
Proposition 6.2. If A is a symmetric groupoid, then Λ(^4) acts as a group
of automorphisms of S(A). This group action is transitive on vertices if and only
A is principal.
Proof. Since A(A) is a subgroup of Aut A, it is obvious from Definition
6.1 that the elements of Λ(^4) permute the edges of <S(A). By definition, A is
principal if and only if Λ(^4) is transitive on A.
If A is a balanced symmetric groupoid, then it is obvious that the degree
of A at an element b coincides with the local degree (or valence) of the graph
S(A) at b (see [7], p. 7).
The following observation is essentially a geometric formulation of 5.11.
Lemma 6.3. Let A be a balanced symmetric groupoid. Then the decompo-
sition of A into a disjoint union of indecomposable factors coincides with the decom-
position of the vertex set of <S(A) into connected components.
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Corollary 6.4. Let A be a balanced symmetric groupoίd. Assume that A
is principal, and that the degree dA of A is finite. Let B be a non-empty subset of A
such that for all b^B, the number of c^B such that (b3c}^G(A) is dA. Then
B=A.
EXAMPLE 6.5. Let H be an abelian group of odd order. By 5.23, <S(KH)
is the complete graph on | H\ vertices. Moreover, by 1.11 and 5.23, DH^A.(Kff).
Thus, if H1 and H2 are non-isomorphic abelian groups of the same odd order,
then S(KHι)^S(KH2) and Ka^KHf
In general, the graph of a symmetric groupoid A will be the complete
graph on its vertex set if and only if aob^pb for all αΦδ, that is, A is an F-
space in the terminology of Doro [2]. As Doro shows in [2], F-spaces are
cryptomorphic with finite £-loops (in the sense of Glauberman [3]).
By enriching the structure of <5(^4), it is possible to recover A. This possi-
bility results from a well known, elementary observation concerning universal
algebras.
Lemma 6.6. Let V be a variety of universal algebras such that for some
natural number n, all operations of the algebras in V have arity at most n. Let F
denote the free V -algebra on n generators. Suppose that A and B are algebras of Vy
and f is a mapping from A to B. Then f is a homomorphism if and only if for
every homomorphism g: F-+A, the map f g : F-+B is a homomorphism.
Proof. It suffices to show that if 0 is an m-ary operation of the algebras
in V, and if (al9 -, aM)<=AM, then/(0(βl, .-, αβ))=0(/(α1), ->/(O) Let F be
freely generated by ul9 •• ,un, where n>m by assumption. Then there is a
homomorphism £: F-+A such that g(ui)=ai for \<i<m. By hypothesis,^?
is a homomorphism. Therefore, f(0(aly ••-, am)) = f(Q(g(Ul), --., g(um))) =
The usefulness of this observation for symmetric groupoids rests on the
simple form of the free symmetric groupoid on two generators. The following
result can be derived from 4.12, but we will give a straightforward direct proof.
Proposition 6.7. For my n^Z, define mon = 2m—n. Then (Z, o) is a
symmetric groupoid that is freely generated by each pair of elements {k, k-\-\} , k£ΞZ.
The automorphism group of (Z, o) is generated by the mappings X0: n->—n, and
a: n-*n—l.
Proof. Plainly, (Z, o) is a symmetric groupoid, and if k ^  Zy then
(k+l)ok=k+2, ko(k+l)=k-l, (k+l)°ko(k+l)=k+3, ko(k+l)ok=k-2, and
so on. Therefore, Z is generated as a groupoid by {k, &+!}. To prove that
{k, k-\-l} is a free generating set, let A be a symmetric groupoid, and <2, bξ=A.
Define g(k)=b, g(k+l)=a, and inductively g(k+n+l)=g(k+ri)og(k+n— 1),
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g(k— n)=g(k— n+l)og(k— n+2) for n>\. Then g: Z->A is a well defined
mapping that satisfies g(njr2)=g(n+l)og(n) and g(n)=g(n+ l)og(n-}- 2) for all
n^Z. Using this observation, it follows by induction on m — n thatg(m)og(ri)=
g(2m—ri)=g(mori)foΐallm>n. If m<.n, then m>Ίm — n, so thatg(m)og(2m — ri)—
g(n). Thus, g(m)og(ri)=g(mon) in this case also. Plainly, X0 and a are auto-
morphisms of (Z, o). Let AeAut(Z, o). If A(0)=0, then for n>l, h(n)=
A(loOolo...)=A(l)oA(0)oA(l)o...=A(l)oOoA(l)o-.=jiA(l), and A(-n)=A(Oon)=
OoA(n)= — nh(V). Since A maps Z bijectively to itself, it follows that either
h=\z, or h=\0. In general, if h(G)=r^Z, then (αrA)(0)=0, so that either
h=a~r> or h=a~r\Q=\0ar.
Henceforth, when Z is considered as a symmetric groupoid, we will as-
sume tacitly that mon=2m — n.
By 6.7, Aut(Z)^Dz, the infinite dihedral group. It is easy to see that
Λ(Z') is a subgroup of index 2 in Aut(Z), and that h.(Z)^Dz also.
DEFINITION 6.8. Let A be a symmetric groupoid. A ςyέrfe m A is a grou-
poid homomorphism of Z to A. If A is balanced, a cycle in S(A) is a homo-
morphism 7 from Z to A such that <?(γ)= {(γ(w), γ(n+l)): n<=Z} ^δ(A). In
this case, 6(7) is called the edge set of γ. Cycles 7 and δ in ^4 are called
equivalent if 8—yh for some AeAut(Z').
Cycles in symmetric groupoids were introduced by Nobusawa in [5].
Our definition is equivalent to his. The notion of a cycle in the graph of a
balanced symmetric groupoid is more geometrical, and of course more restrictive.
Proposition 6.9. Let A be a balanced symmetric groupoid, (a,
andk^Z. Then there is a unique cycle γ in S(A) such that rγ(k)=b and 7(k-\- 1)— a.
Proof. By 6.7, there is a unique cycle γ in A such that <γ(K) = b and
γ(&+l) = #. Assume that there is some smallest n>k such that <γ(n-\-V) =
<y(n— 1). Then n>k + 2, since A is balanced and (a, b) e G(A). Since
r
γ(n—l) = fγ(n-}-l) = fγ(n)ofγ(n—l), the assumption that A is balanced yields
<γ(ri)=Ύ(n— l)oγ(/χ)=γ(τz— l)o(j(n— l)oγ(n— 2))=7(τx— 2), contrary to the mini-
mality of w. Thus, γ(n+l)Φγ(w— 1) for all n>k. Similarly, γ(ra+l)Φγ(w— 1)
for w<&, so that γ is a cycle in
Theorem 6.10. Letf: A-+B be a bίjectίve mapping between balanced symme-
tric groupoids. Then f is an isomorphism of groupoids if and only if f is a graph
isomorphism of S(A) to <S(B), and 7— >/γ maps cycles in S(A) to cycles in <S(B).
Proof. If γ is a cycle in A, then either (1) y(k)=γ(k+l) for some
(2) 7(A)Φγ(A+l) and (γ(k), <γ(k+l))$e(A) for some keΞZ, or (3) 7 is a
cycle in <S(A). In case 1, γ(n)=7(A) for all n<=Z, and/7 is plainly a cycle in B.
In case 2, rγ(n)=rγ(k) if rcΞΞ&(mod 2), and 7(w)=γ(A+l) if w=A+l (mod 2).
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Then /γ is a cycle in B for all such cycles 7 in A if and only if / maps <S(A)
bijectively to β(B). Thus, 6.10 follows from 6.6.
Corollary 6.11. If A is a balanced symmetric groupoid, γ is a cycle in
<S(A), and ξ<=A.(A), then ξy is a cycle in S(A). Moreover, if ξ(Ύ(k))=j(k) and
ξ(7(k+l))=γ(k+l) for some k<=Z, then ξj=Ύ.
Lemma 6.12. Let A be a balanced symmetric groupoid, and suppose that
7 and 8 are cycles in S(A). If 6(γ) Π£(δ)φ0, then 8 is equivalent to γ. Con-
versely, if δ is equivalent to γ, then <S(8)=<S((ϊ). Thus, edge sets of cycles partition
Proof. If (γ(n), γ(n+l)) = (S(m)9 δ(/w + l)), then either γ(n) = δ(w),
l) = S(m+l), and S = jam~\ or γ(n)=δ(0ι+l), 7(n+l)=δ(m)9 and
1+n
9 by 6.11. The converse is clear.
According to Definition 6.8, the structure of a cycle in a symmetric grou-
poid is determined by a congruence relation on the symmetric groupoid (Z, o).
We will now characterize these congruences.
Lemma 6.13. Let Γ be an equivalence relation on Z. Then Γ is a con-
gruence relation of the symmetric groupoid (Z, o) if and only if
6.13.1. (m, n)<= Γ and k<^ Z implies (2k— m, 2k—ri)<=Γ and(m—2k> n—2k)<=
Γ.
When 6.13.1 is satisfied, the factor groupoid Z/Γ is balanced if and only if
6.13.2. (m, w)eΓ, m=n (mod 2) implies '((l/2)(n+m),
Proof. An equivalence relation Γ on a groupoid is a congruence relation if
and only if it is stable under right and left multiplication, that is, (m, n)^T
implies (kom, kori)^T and (mok,nok)^T for all k^Z. Therefore, 6.13.1 is
necessary and sufficient for Γ to be a congruence relation. Note that (Aon, τz)EϊΓ
means (2k—nyn)^T. Denote m = 2k—n, so that m = w(mod2) and k=
(l/2)(n+m). Then (m,n)^Γ if and only if (konyri)<=Γ, and ((l/2)(3n— 1»),
(l/2)(n+m))^T if and only if (nok, k)^T. The equivalence 6.13.2 is an im-
mediate consequence of these observations.
It is possible to give an explicit description of the congruence relations on
(Z, o). For this purpose, we will use the notation
Γ
r
 — {(m, n): m = n (mod r)} ,
Te
r
 = {(m, n): m=n (mod r) , m=n=0 (mod 2)} ,
Γ° = {(m, n): m=n (mod r) , m = n=l (mod 2)} ,
where r is anon-negative integer. Also note that T0={(m, m): m^Z} is the
identity congruence on Z.
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Proposition 6.14. The congruence relations on (Zy o) are the sets
Γ
r
, where Q<r^Z,
Γ2 rUΓ? and Γ 2 rUΓ?, where 2<r<=2Z.
Proof. Evidently, Γ
r
, Γ2r U Γ?, and Γ2r U Γj satisfy 6.13.1 Suppose that Γ
is a congruence relation on (Z, o).
(1) If (k, k+r) e Γ, then Γ2r Q Γ. In fact, (k, k+r) e Γ implies (n, 2r+n) <Ξ Γ
for all n^Z by 6.13.1. It follows by induction on \(m—n)/2r\ that if m=n
(mod 2r), then (m, w)<ΞΓ.
(2) If (k, k+r)(=Γ, where r>l is odd, then Γ
r
QΓ. Indeed, by 6.13.1,
either (0, r)eΓ or (1, r+l)eΓ. Since r=2ί+l for some ίeZ, it follows that
(0, r)=(0, 2ί+l)^Γ if and only if (—2*—2, — l)eΓ, which is equivalent to
(r+l, l) = (2ί + 2, 1)<ΞΓ. Consequently, if (k, k + r)<=Γ with r odd, then
(n, n+r) eΓ for all n<=Z, that is, I\^Γ. Assume that ΓΦΓ0. Then there is
a smallest integer r>\ such that (ky k+r)^T for some k^Z. By 6.13.1, either
(0, r)<ΞΓ or (1, r+l)eΓ. Suppose that (0, r)<ΞΓ.
(3) Γ^UΓJCΓ. In fact, Γ2rQΓ by (1), and Γr^Γ if r is odd. If r
is even, then it follows from 6.13.1 and the assumption (0, r)eΓ that
(m, m-\-nr)eΓ for all even integers m and arbitrary n^Z. That is, Te
r
 c:Γ.
(4) If m^Z and 0<oeZ satisfy (m, m+s)^Γ, then r divides ί. To
prove this assertion, write 2s=qr-\-t with q^Z, 0<t<r. Since Γ2rQΓ and
Γ25^Γ by (1), it follows easily that (2m, 2m+t)^~Γ, so that ί=0 by the mini-
mality of r. Thus, 2s=qr. If q is even, then r divides s, as claimed. Suppose
that gr = 2w+l, u^Z, and r is even. Then 2s +1 = 2ur-{-r-\-\, so that
(1, r+l)<ΞΓ, since Γ2rcr and Γ2sCΓ. Since also (0, r)eΓ, it follows that
Γ fQΓ. The equality s = ur + (rβ) then yields (w+ί, m + (r/2))eΓ, which
implies that (m, m+(r/2))^'Γ, because (m, m+s)^T. Since this inclusion con-
tradicts the minimality of r, (4) is proved.
(5) If (mym+s)<=Γ—(Γ^UΓJ), then ΓrQΓ. In fact, by (2) there is
nothing to prove if r is odd. Assume therefore that r and ί are even. Then m
is odd, since (m, m-{-s)^Te
r
\ and s = (2v-\-l)r for some v^Z, because
(m, m+s)&Γ2r. By 6.13.1, (1, 2^H-r+l)—(1, *+l)EΞΓ, so that (1, r+l)GΞΓ,
because Γ2r^Γ. As before, it follows that ΓreΓ. Combining (3), (4), and
(5) gives the conclusion that either Γ=Γ2r U Γ£ or Γ=Γr. Finally, suppose that
(0, r)φΓ. Then (1, r+l)eΓ, so that the congruence Δ= {(m— 1, n— 1):
m, n^T} satisfies (0, r)eΔ. Thus, Δ is either Γ 2 rLJΓr or Γr. Consequently,
Γ is either Γ2r U Γ? or Γr.
Lemma 6.15. If Γ is a congruence relation on the symmetric groupoίd
(Z, o), then ZjT is balanced if and only if Γ has one of the forms
or Γ2r U T
e
r
 or Γ2r U Γ? (4<r e4Z).
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Proof. If Γ=T2r U Γί, with r even and Z/Γ balanced, then r=0 (mod 4).
In fact, by 6.13.2, (0,r)eΓ implies ((l/2)r, (3/2)r)eΓ, so that r/2 must be
even. Similarly, if Γ=Γ2rUΓ!! satisfies 6.13.2, then also r=Q (mod 4). Con-
versely, it is a routine matter to check that if r=0 (mod 4), then T2r\jTer and
Γ2r U Γ? satisfy 6.13.2. Obviously, Γr satisfies 6.13.2 for all non-negative integers
r.
Corollary 6.16. Let 7 be a cycle in the graph of the balanced symmetric
groupoid A. Considered as a homomorphism cf (Z, o) to A, the kernel of γ is one
of the following congruence relations: T
r
 (0<r<ΞZ, rφ 1, 2) or Γ2r U Γ? or Γ2r U Γ?
Lemma 6.17 If Γ is a congruence relation on the symmetric groupoid (Z, o),
then Z/Γ is special if and only ifΓ=Γ
r
 with
Proof. If Z/T is special, then there is a cycle 7 in some I(G) such that
Ker γ=Γ. If γ(l)=fl and γ(0)=i, then γ(r)=γ(0) if and only if (αδ)r=l, and
γ(r+l) = γ(l) if and only if (ab)ra = a. Thus, fy(r) = γ(0) is equivalent to
γ(
r
+l)
==
γ(l). Consequently, Γ cannot be Γ2r U ΓJ or Γ2r U Γ?. On the other
hand, Z/T
r
 is isomorphic to a subgroupoid of I(D
r
)y where Dr is the dihedral
group of order 2r.
Corollary 6.18. Let A be a special symmetric groupoid. If 7 is a cycle in
S(A), then either
6.18.1 7(01) =t=γ(w) if m^pn in Z} or
6.18.2. there exists r>3 such that rγ(m)=rγ(n)
if and only ifm= n(mod r) .
If y is a cycle in the graph of a balanced symmetric groupoid, define the
order or γ to be | β(y) \ , and denote this cardinal number by | γ | . If the
symmetric groupoid whose graph contains γ is special, then by 6.18, \7\ =
I {^(n): n^Z} \ . In this case, if | γ| =r is finite, then y(ni)=y(n) if and only
if m=n (mod r).
Lemma 6.19. Let A be a special symmetric groupoid. Let γ be a cycle in
S(A), such that dA(7(Q))=d is finite. Then \7\<d+2.
Proof. Let \7\=r. By 6.18.2, j(m) = γ(n) if and only if m=n(modr).
In particular, if έ^γ(O), then boj(n)=<γ(— w)Φγ(n) for l<n<r/2. Therefore,
{γ(ra), 7(—n)} , l<n<r/2, are distinct, non-trivial i-orbits in A. Thus, d>r—2.
Proposition 6.20. Let Abe a principal symmetric groupoid such that Z(A)=
IA. Assume that A has finite degree d. Then every cycle in <S(A) has order < d-\- 1 .
If there is a cycle of order d+l in A, then A=Kd+1 (see 5.23). If d=Q (mod 4),
then there is no cycle of order d in <S(A).
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Proof. The hypothesis Z(A)=IA implies that A is special by 1.9. If γ
is a cycle in S(A), then 1 γ 1 <d+2 by 6.19. Assume that | γ | =d+2. Denote
6^γ(0), c=7((d/2)+l). Then O>(A)= {{<γ(n)9 γ(-n)}: l<n<d/2} = OC(A\
as in the proof of 6.19. By 5.19.4, \b=\c. Therefore, (b, c)^Z(A). This
contradicts the hypothesis that Z(A) = IA, because b^pc by 6.18. Therefore,
every cycle in <S(A) has order at most d+l. If there is a cycle γ of order
rf+1, then by 6.4, 6.8, and 6.17, A={7(ri): n£ΞZ}^Z/Γd+1^Kd+1. Finally,
assume that J=0 (mod 4), and there is a cycle δ of order d in <S(A). Denote
i=δ(0), c=δ(d/2), *=δ(rf/4), /=δ(-έ//4). For l<k<d/2, Ok={8(dj4-k)y
is a non-trivial e- and /-orbit. Therefore, O
e
(A)= {Oly O2, •••, O^-!,
and <9/04)= {Q!, O2> •• ,Orf/2_1, &, 62}} for suitable β1? α2, 6X, £2 in
-4—{δ(»): weZ}. Since Z(^4) — 7
Λ
 and e^f, it follows from 5.19.4 that
{βj, «2} Φ {ij, b2}. As above, boS(n)= δ(— w)— t:oS(w), so that {δ(w), δ(— n)} is a
non-trivial b- and c-orbit. In particular, \b(e)—f—\c(e) and λέ(0^)=0<ί/2_A,=
λ
e
(0A). Thus, λ,(K Λ2})={ft1, 62}=λc{(βι, «2}) by 5.19.3. If al9 a2, bl9 and b2
were distinct, then there would be rf+1 non-trivial ό-orbits. Thus, it can be
assumed that \b(a1)=a1=b1 and \b(a2)=b2^Fa2. It follows that \(a2)=b2, which
contradicts the hypothesis Z(A)=IA> since it implies that \b=\c by 5.19.4.
Corollary 6.21. Let Abe a principal symmetric groupoίd such that Z(A)=IA.
6.21.1. IfdA=23 then
6.21.2.
Proof. Assume that dA = 2. By 6.9, there is a cycle 7 in S(A). By
6.20, |γ|=3, and A^K3. Assume that dA=\. By 6.20, the possible orders
of cycles in S(A) are 3 and 5; moreover, if <S(A) contains a cycle of order 5,
then^4^Jf^5. Therefore, assume that every cycle in S(A) has order 3. It
follows that every element of A is in the image of exactly two inequivalent
cycles. Let a^A. The two cycles that pass through a form a subgraph of
<S(A) whose diagram is
Let γ be the cycle that passes through bl and is disjoint from abj)2, say bl=fγ(2).
Since all cycles in <S(A) have order 3, it follows that 7(n)^pb2 for all n^Z.
Thus, λ/yΦγ, since λ
a
(έ1) = 62. This observation implies that either
λfl(γ(0))Φγ(0) or λβ(7(l))Φγ(l) by 6.11. Hence, one of γ(0) or γ(l) is c, or
c2. Without loss of generality, assume that (bl9 £1)e<?(fy). Let dl be the re-
maining element in the image of γ. Then dl is distinct from α, bl9 cly and c2.
Consequently, λ
β
(rf1)=ί/1, and £(\a7)= {(62, ^2)» fe, i^), ( ι^> 62)} BY 6.4, .4 =
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{α, bl9 b2, £j, c2, dλ} , and the diagram of S(A) with its four cycles is
.c2
V
The cycles in this graph are (a, blt 62), (a, cly c2), (bly cl9 rfj), and (ό2, c2, dj.
Comparing S(A) and its cycle structure with the graph and cycle structure of
^CΛ)» we conclude by 6.10 that the mapping #—>(!, 2), b±->(1, 3), b3—>(2, 3),
£ι-*(l, 4), £2->(2, 4), rf->(3, 4) is a groupoid isomorphism of A to /4.
The cycles in the graph of a balanced symmetric groupoid can be used to
present the groupoid. A presentation of a symmetric groupoid is defined in
the same way as the presentations of groups, rings, and so on. In detail, a
presentation of a symmetric groupoid A is a surjective homomorphism p of the
free symmetric groupoid A
Λ
 on the set {u%\ ξ<a} of involutions (indexed by a
cardinal number a) to Ay together with a set R^Al such that Kerp is the
smallest congruence relation on A
a
 that contains R. It is customary to desig-
nate such a presentation of A by writing
A = <#£, ξ<a: vk(a) = wk(a),
where aξ=p(uξ), and if J?={(^, wk): k^K}, then (^β) and wk(ά) are the
polynomial expressions that are obtained from the reduced representations of
vk and wk respectively by substituting a^ for u^ ξ<a, in vk and wk.
Proposition 6.22. Let A be be a balanced symmetric groupoid. Let D=
{a^A: aob=b for all b^A}. Suppose that {<γk: k^K} is a set of represen-
tatives of the distinct equivalence classes of cycles in S(A). Let {a%: ξ<a} be a well
ordering (without repetition) of the set D\j{jk(0)9 7*(1): k^K}, where a is a
cardinal number. Denote by A# the symmetric groupoid that is freely generated by
the set {uξ: ξ<a} of involutions. Let p: A
Λ
-*A be the homomorphism such that
p(uξ)=aξfor all ξ<a. For k^K, define 8k to be the cycle in <S(AΛ) that satisfies
Sk(0)=Uξ if rγk(ϋ)=at: and Sk(l)=u1l if γA(l)=αlϊ. Define R to be the subset of
A2
Λ
 that consists of all pairs of the following kinds:
6.22.1. (uξoUy, z/
η
), where a^D\
6.22.2. (uζo8k(m), δk(m)), where a^ofγk(m)=tYk(m)y
6.22.3. (8
Λ
(ifi), 6,(n)), where TA(m)=γ/(n).
Then (p, R) is a presentation of A.
Proof. By 6.7 and the definition of δ*, it follows that p(δk(m))=<γk(m) for
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all kGK and m^Z. Also, by 6.7, every element of A is either in D or of the
form 7k(m) Thus, p is surjective. It is obvious that Rc^Kerp. To com-
plete the proof, we must show that Ker ^  is contained in the smallest congruence
relation Γ on A that contains R. The heart of the proof is the implication:
(*) (vξ^ oUξ,, δk(m))^Kerp implies
This will be established by induction on r. If r= 1 , then a^^-=^k(m) $ D. Thus,
ah=7,(n) for some 1<=K and n=Q or 1. Then (M€I, Sk(m))<=R^T by 6.22.3.
Assume that (*) is valid for r— 1, where r>l. Then the hypothesis
(w^o — oMgr, δfc(m)) e Ker /> means that aξ
ι
o oa%
r
 = 7k(m) Let δ = α^2o oΛ^.
Then aξ
ι
ob = rγk(m). If b=rγk(m), then aξιoγk(m) = fγk(m). It follows from
6.22.2 and the induction hypothesis that (u^oSk(m), Sk(m))^R^Γ and
(Uξ2o oui:r9 δk(m))^Γ. Consequently, (w^o oi^, δ^(/w))eΓ, because Γ is a
congruence relation. Assume that iΦ γ^w). Then there exists /e.K and ne Z
such that α
ξι
=7;(n), 6=^(11—1), and 7*(i»)=7/(«+l). By the case r=l, the
induction hypothesis, and 6.22.3, it follows that (w^, δ/(w))eΓ, (wξ2° °Wξ r,
δ/(n— l))eΓ, and (SA(w), δ/(n+l))eΓ. Consequently (1^ 0 — 01^,8^+1))=
(u^o ou^, 8/(n)o8/(n— l))eΓ, and therefore (f^o — oi/
δr
, 8
Λ
(ιw))eΓ. This
completes the inductive proof of (*). To complete the proof of 6.22, it suffices
to show that if (w^o — ow^, w
η
)eKer )^, then (u$ o oUξ
r
, w,)eΓ. If a^D, this
implication is a special case of (*). Assume that a^D. Again we induce on
r . If r=l, then a^^=a^ so that ξι=η, and Uξ^u^. Assume that r>l. Then
(tt^o — oiι$r, wJeKer/) implies ^0 — 0^= .^ Hence, a^o"'oa^r=a^oaJI=aJI9
since a^D and ^4 is balanced. By the induction hypothesis and 6.22.1,
(tt
ίa
o — oii^, M^eΓ and (u^u^u^R^T. Thus, (ttfiιo — oκίr, ii^eΓ.
In general, the presentation described in 6.22 is highly redundant. How-
ever, it provides a foundation on which to build a more efficient presentation.
We illustrate this possibility by a simple example.
EXAMPLE 6.23. The symmetric grouρoid/4 has four equivalence classes of
cycles. Select representatives of these cycles as shown in the next diagram:
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The construction 6.22 yields the presentation (omitting trivial relations, such
as a1=a1):
—
 a2°a3> ^l°^3 = Λ2oΛ0 .
Using the fact that a1oa2=a2y the last two of these relations are equivalent to
a0 = al°a2oaz. Thus, a0 can be omitted from the list of generators of J4.
Moreover, if a0 is defined to be a1oo2oa3ί then it is easily seen that the relations
a0oa3 = a3, a1oaQoa1 = aoy and a2oaQoa2 = a0 are consequences of the remaining
relations listed above. Consequently, /4 has the simple presentation
7. Generation by involutions
Throughout this section, G is a group, and A is a subgroupoid of I(G)
such that <yl)>— G. We will study in some detail how the elements of G can
be represented as products of the involutions in A. One of our objectives is
to relate | A \ and \G\. If A is infinite, then | A \ = | G \ , so that this problem
is interesting only when A is finite.
NOTATION 7.1.
7.1.1. If A is any set, let S(A) denote the set of all finite sequences of
elements of A, including the empty sequence 0.
7.1.2. Let<7=(β0, •• ,αr_1)andτ=r(δ0, •• ,δs_1) be elements of S(A). Denote
*
 T
=(ΛO, •"> ar-ι> bo> •"> *«-ι) and o "1=(«r-ι> —» Λo)
7.1.3. Letσ=(α0, ^9ar,l)^S(A). Denote {σ} = {flβ> -,αf-ι}, H = |{σ}|,
IM|=r.
7.1.4. Assume that ^4^M, where M is a monoid (that is, an associative
groupoid with an identity element 1). For σ=(aQ,a1, ,ar_1)^S(A), define
Γ> and 110=1.
Lemma 7.2. t/mfer ffe imizry operation (σ, τ)->στ, Λ/W/ «ώA 0 as ίA^
identity element, the set S(A) is a monoid with A as a set of free generators. If
A<^M, where M is a monoid, then Π: S(A)~->M is a homomorphism of monoids.
These facts are well known and easily proved.
Assume that G is a group, and A is a subgroupoid of I(G) such that <^4>=G.
It then follows that the product mapping Π of 7.1.4 is surjective. Let T be the
kernel of this homomorphism, that is, T is the congruence relation on the
monoid S(A) that is defined by
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Γ= {(σ, T): Πσ=
One of the main objectives of this section is to determine canonical representa-
tives of the equivalence classes modulo Γ.
Lemma 7.3. The congruence relation Γ includes all pairs of the forms:
7.3.1. (pσr, pσ'r), σ=(α, b, a), σ'=(aob)
 y
7.3.2. (PTΓT, pr), π=(a,a)\
where p and r are arbitrary elements of S(A).
This lemma is clear from our hypotheses and notation.
The pairs 7.3.1 and 7.3.2 are described without referring to the product
operation in the ambient group G; only the groupoid operation of A enters
the definition. For any symmetric groupoid A, let Γ0 be the equivalence
relation on S(A) that is generated by all pairs of the forms 7.3.1 and 7.3.2. Write
cr~τ if (σ, τ)eΓ0. In particular, if (σ, r) or (T, σ) is of the form 7.3.1 or
7.3.2, or if <r=τ, then σ<—T will be called a primitive equivalence. By defini-
tion, σ~τ if and only if there is a sequence of primitive equivalences σ^f^σ^
σ
ι~
σ2> *••> σr-ι^/crr such that σ=σQ and τ=σr.
Lemma 7.4. The equivalence relation Γ0 is a congruence relation on S(A).
Moreover, S(A)/Γ0 is a group. If p: S(A)-*S(A)/Γ0 is the natural projection,
thenp\A is a groupoid homomσrphίsm of A to /(5(-4)/Γ0) such that <p(A)y=S(A)/Γ0.
Proof. If σχ~σ2 is a primitive equivalence, and p, T e S(A), then
pσ-1τ~ρσ2τ is a primitive equivalence. It follows that Γ0 is a congruence rela-
tion. The last assertion of the lemma is clear, and it implies that S(A)/T0 is a
group.
It follows from the definition of Γ0 that the group S(A)/TQ is identical with
the group EA that was introduced in 4.14, and that with this identification,
p\A corresponds to the homomorphism/^.
Lemma 7.5. Left aQyaly •• ,α y_ 1 be elements of the symmetric groupoid A,
where r>2. Then
(a09 •••, ^ _!, ah ai+1, •••, ai+j.ly ai+jy ai
(ΛO, •••, af-l9 aioai+1, •••, Λ, oαί+y, aiy ai
(ΛO, •-, βf-i, α^y, ai+joaiy •••, ai+joai+
Proof. If r—2, then there is a sequence of primitive equivalences (a0oάly a0)
~(aQy aly a0y a0)~(aQ, ΛI)~(ΛI, «ι, «0> «ι)~(«ι> «ι°«o) Tne general case follows
from the case r—2, using induction and the fact that Γ0 is a congruence relation.
Henceforth in this section, assume that G is a group, and that A is a sub-
groupoid of I(G)— {1} such that <^4>— G. Both of the congruence relations
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Γ and Γ0 are defined on S(A). By 7.3, Γ0cΓ. In other words,
σ^τ implies Πσ = ΠT .
This fact will be used often in the rest of this section.
DEFINITION 7.6. Let x^G. The A-length of x (or just the length of x
when this abbreviation will not cause confusion) is defined to be
l(x) = mm {\\σ\\: σ<=S(A), Uσ = x} .
A sequence σ e S(A) is reduced if /(Πσ)= | |σ| | .
Lemma 7.7. Let x,
7.7.1. l(x)=Qifandonlyifx=l.
7.7.2. l(x)=l if and only ifx(=A.
7.7.3. l(xy)<l(x)+l(y).
7.7.4. l(x~l)=l(x).
7.7.5.
Corollary 7.8. If σ,τ^S(A) are such that σr is reduced, then σ and r
are reduced.
Proof. By 7.7.3, |kτ||=/(Π
Corollary 7.9. Every subsequence of a reduced sequence in S(A) is reduced.
Proof. Let σ=(a0ί •••, ar.1)^S(A) be reduced, and suppose that 0<ί0<
ί1< <i/-1<r— 1. By repeated use of 7.5 we obtain σ~r = (aio, ••-, ait _ χ ,
b
ί9 — , br-t) with bj^A. By 7.3, Πτ = Πσ, so that T is reduced. Thus
K>> — > ^-/-i) ίs reduced by 7.8.
DEFINITION 7.10. If x^G, and a^A, then a divides x if there exist
yy %^G such that x=yαz and /(Λ;)— /(^)+/(^)+l.
NOTATION. Write α\x if a divides Λ?, and α^x if a does not divide x.
Lemma 7.11. If oc&G and a^A, then a\x if and only if x=aw for some
such that l(w)=l(x)—l.
Proof. Assume that x= yaz, where /(#)— l(y) + l(^)Jr 1. Let y = Tlσ,
z = Πτ with /(y)=||σ||, /(ar)=||τ||. By 7.5, σaτ~
apτ, where ||p|| = ||σ||. Thus,
x=aw, where w=Ώ.pτ has length l(x) — 1.
Lemma 7.12. Let x^G, and
7.12.1. I(x)-l<l(ax)<l(x)+l.
7.12.2. l(ax)=l(x)— 1 if and only if a\x.
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These assertions follow respectively from 7.7.3 and 7.11.
In general, it is not true that if a^x, then l(ax)=l(x)+l.
Lemma 7.13. The following conditions on the pair (G, A) are equivalent.
7.13.1. If a^A and x<=G satisfy a^x, then l(ax)=l(x)+l.
7.13.2. Ifσ<=ΞS(A), then /(Πσ) = ||σ|| (mod 2).
Proof. Assume that 7.13.2 fails. Let σ be a counterexample to 7.13.2
for which ||σ|| is minimal, say σ=(aQ, aly •••, flr_ι). Since l&A, r>2. Denote
x=Hσ. By assumption, l(x)=r— 1 (mod 2). The minimality of r implies
a1 ar.1=a0x has length that is congruent to r—l (mod 2). By 7.12, l(aQx)= l(x)
and a^XX) so that 7.13.1 fails. Conversely, if 7.13.1 is not satisfied, then by
7.12 there exists a^A and x^G such that l(ax) = l(x). Let x = Rτ, where
||τ||=/(#). Then <r=(a, τ) furnishes a contradiction to 7.13.2.
In the next section, it will be shown that the pairs (G, A) satisfying the
equivalent conditions 7.13.1 and 7.13.2 occur rather frequently.
NOTATION 7.14. Assume that a well ordering < of A is given. As usual,
write a>b interchangeably with b<a\ and write a>b or b<a if b<a and iΦ<2.
For x^ G— {1} , denote
μ(x) = min {a^A: a divides x}.
Lemma 7.15. For x^G— {1} and a^A, the following statements are
equivalent*.
7.15.1. μ(x)=a;
7.15.2. alxandb^xfor allb<a\
7.15.3. l(ax)=l(x)-l and l(bx)>l(x) for all b<a.
In particular, μ(x)=x if and only if x&A.
Proof. The equivalence of 7.15.1, 7.15.2, and 7.15.3 follows easily from
the definition of μ(x) and 7.12. The last statement is a consequence of 7.7.2 and
7.7.1.
DEFINITION 7.16. Let x^G. The standard sequence corresponding to
x is the element σ
x
^S(A) that is defined by 0^ = 0 and (r
x
 = (a0, aly •• ,«r_ι),
where #Φ1, r=l(x), aQ=μ(x), a1=μ(a0x), O2=μ(a1a0x), ••-, ar.1 = μ(ar.2
Proposition 7.17. Let x^G, and suppose that σ
x
=(aQy aly ••-, ^r_ι). Then
7.17.1. Πσ
x
=x,
7.17.2. α0<α1< <αr_1,
7.17.3. σ
x
 is reduced,
7.17 A. μ(akak+1 ar.l)=ak for all k<r.
Proof. If r = 0, then x=l, σ
x
=φ, and all statements of the proposition are
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vacuously true. Proceeding inductively with r > 1 , note that the standard sequence
of a0x is (aly ••-, ar_^) by 7.15.3. Thus, Λ0Λ=α1 αr_1, and x=a0a1- ar-1=ΐlσx.
Consequently, a
λ
\xy so that by 7.15.2, a0<alt Plainly, a^aλ. Moreover,
l(Πσ
x
)=l(x)=r=\\σ
x
\\9 that is, σx is reduced. Finally, μ(akak+1 - ar_1)=ak for
k>ί by the induction hypothesis and the fact that σ
aox
=(al9 •••, αr-ι); and
μ(a0a1 ar.1)=μ(x)=a0 by the definition of σx.
Lemma 7.18. Let σ=(aQy a^ •• ,#r_1)eS(yl) satisfy μ(akak+l ar_^=ak
for all k<r. Then cr=σ
χy where x=Πσ.
Proof. This is clear from the definition of σ
χy when it is noted that the
hypothesis implies l(x)=r.
DEFINITION 7.19. A standard sequence in A is an element σ=(aQ9 aly •••, ar-^
in S(A) such that
for all k<r.
By 7.17.4 and 7.18, the standard sequences in A are exactly the sequences
σ
x
 for a unique x^G. Thus, our objective of providing canonical representa-
tives of the Γ-classes is attained.
Theorem 7.20. The mapping σ->Πσ is a bίjective map from the set of stand-
ard sequences in A to the the group G. Thus, the standard sequences in A form a
set of representatives of the T -classes in S(A).
The rest of this section is concerned with applications of 7.20. Our first
observation is an obvious, but interesting consequence of 7.20.
Corollary 7.21. \G\ = \ {σ<=S(A): σ is standard} \ . In particular, if A is
finite, then |G|<2U'.
The equality \G\=2IA{ is attained if G is an elementary abelian 2-group,
and A is a basis of G. If G is not commutative, then this estimate can be im-
proved. However, before pursuing this development, we present a different
generalization of 7.21.
Lemma 7.22. Let H be a subgroup of G such that \A—H\=m is finite.
Then[G:H]<2m.
Proof. Let A—H={b1,b2, ~,bm}. We can assume that the well order-
ing < of A that was introduced in 7.14 satisfies b1<b2< <bm<c for all
c^AΓ\H. Then by 7.17.2, every standard sequence σ^S(A) has the form
σ=TjT2, where r1^S(A—H) and τ2<=S(AΓ(H). Consequently, Uσ=Ur1Uτ2y
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and Πτ2^H. By 7.20, the elements ΐlτ1 form a set of representatives of the
cosets ofH in G. Thus, [G: H]<2m.
Proposition 7.23. Let G be a group, and suppose that A<I(G)— {1} is such
that (A)=G. Assume that A=A1\jA2\J ••• \JAS is the principal decomposition
of A, that is, A is the union of exactly s conjugate classes in G. Choose a^Ah and
assume that the degree di=dA(ai) of A at a{ is finite. Then A and G are finite, and
\A\ <J 2", where n=Σί-ι<*.
Proof. Let B~A— CG(ai)={b^A: a^b^b}. Thus, \Bi\=di. Denote
B= U ί^B—A-H, where H= f] \^CG(at) is a subgroup of G. Then \B\<n,
so that by 7.22, [G:H]<2n. Therefore, \Ai\=[G: CG«)]<[G: H]<2", and
\A\ =Σ'-ι \Aλ <s 2n. By 7.21, G is also finite.
Corollary 7.24. Let A be a principal, special symmetric groupoid whose
degree dA=d is finite. Then \ A \ < 2d. In particular, there are only a finite number
of isomorphism classes of principal, special symmetric groupoids of a given degree d.
Lemma 7.25. Assume that the pair (G, A) satisfies the conditions in 7.13
Then every subsequence of a standard sequence in A is standard.
Proof. It is sufficient to prove that if σ = (a0, •••, ar_lyb,c0, •• ,£s_1) is
standard, then τ=(a0ί •••, ar_ly c0, •••, ^ .j) is standard. If r=0, this conclusion
is obvious. Assume that r>l, and proceed by induction on r. By 7.17.3 and
7.9, /(Πτ) = r+s. If d<a0, then rf/KΠσ by 7.15.2. Therefore, by 7.13.1,
l(dΠσ)=r+s+2, so that l(dΠτ)=r+s+l according to 7.9. This argument
shows that μ(Πr)=a0 by 7.15. The induction is therefore complete.
In the remainder of this section, it will be assumed that (G, A) satisfies
the conditions in 7.13. Consequenctly, every subsequence of a standard se-
quence in A is standard. It is also convenient to adopt the hypothesis that A
is finite, say \A\=m. Our results are valid in the infinite case, but they are
uninteresting if A is infinite.
Lemma 7.26. Let W= {τly τ2, •• ,τll} be a set of non-standard sequences
in S(A). Then
7.26.1. |G|<Σ7epr(-l)1F12w-IuF|,
where \] V= {r^} U — U {τir} ^A (in the notation 0/7.1.3) if V= {τfι, •••, τif} c W.
Proof. By 7.21, 7.25, and 7.17.2, |G|<|{7|, where U={σ^S(A):σ
is strictly increasing, {rj φ {σ}, \<ί<n}. Let P denote the set of all subsets
of A, and for I<i1<i2< ...<ir<n, denote P(ilyi2, * —,ir)={S^P: {r^^S,
•••, {rif} ciS}. The inclusion-exclusion pinciple yields
\U\ = \P\ -aj^ίi) I +Σil<ί2\P(h, ίz) I --+(-i)ΊP(i, 2, -, n) l .
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If V= {τVι, τf 2, •-., τ. J, then there is plainly a bijective correspondence between
P(h> *2> •••> ir) and the set of all subsests of A— \] V. Thus, \P(i
ί9 /2, •••, ίr) | =
2"-'uF', and 7.26.1 follows from (*).
Corollary 7.27. Let W={τlyτ2, » ,TM} be a set of non-standard sequences
in S(A\ and suppose that W= W, U W2 U — U Wk, where ( (J Ws) Π ( (J H^ )=0 *7
7.27.1.
Proof. For FcPF, denote V~V Π H ,^ l<i<k. Then F is the disjoint
union Ϊ^U^ϋ UF,, I K| = | ^ | + | F2| + -+ | FJ, and 11^1 = 11^1 +
l U ^ I + - H h l U ^ I . By 7.26.1, '
iv>^^^^
To use 7.26 and 7.27, we need some non-standard sequences. The follow-
ing lemma provides a few of them.
Lemma 7.28. Let a<b<c in A be such that either a = boc, b = coa, or
c=aob. Then (b, c) is not standard.
Proof. In these respective cases, 7.3 and 7.5 yield: (ή, c)~(#, έ); (by c)~
(a, aoc)\ (by c)~(a, aoboά). By 7.4, (ft, c) is not standard.
Lemma 7.29. Let A=A1 U ••• U As U ••• U At be the principal decomposition
of A, where \A{\ >2 for \<i<s, and \A{\=1 for s<i<t. Then
7.29.1. |G|<(3/4)S2".
Proof. If m=0 or 1, or if s=Q, 7.29.1 follows from 7.21. We proceed by
induction on m, assuming that s > 1 . Denote B = A2\J ••• U^ s U U^4ί,
N=<B><3G, C= {aN: a^A
λ
}9 and H=G/N=<C> (see 5.6). By the induction
hypothesis, \N\^(3l4) "l2m'^. If |C|-1<|AI, then \H \ <2<(l/2)2'^',
so that \G\ = \H\ \N\ <(3/4)s2w. I f \ C \ >1, then by 5.8 and 7.28, there is a
non-standard τeS(C) with |τ | =2. Applying 7.26 with W={r} gives \H \ <
(_l)iQi2ici4-(_i)ir}i2^ι-ιτι^(3/4)2 lcl<(3/4)2^ι'. Hence, |G| <(3/4)s2" in this
case also.
Lemma 7.30. Assume that a^A, and dA(ά) = d>2. Then
7.30.1.
Proof. By Definition 5.21, there exist distinct elements bly c^ b2, c2, •••, bd/2,
cd/2 in A such that 0oftt.=£. for \<i<dβ. Choose the well ordering of A so
that a<b1<c1<b2<c2<" <bd/2<cd/2. By 7.28, ri={bi9ci} is non-standard.
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The estimate 7.30.1 follows' from 7.27 by taking W={rl9 τ2, — ,τrfΛ} and W{
to be the singleton τf. for l<i<d/2.
We conclude this section with an example. It will be shown that the
estimate 7.27.1 is sharp when it is applied to the pair (S
n
, J
n
) of 5.22.
EXAMPLE 7.31. Let G=S
n
 be the symmetric group on n>3 letters, and
let A=J
n
 be the symmetric groupoid consisting of all transpositions in S
n
.
Then (S
n
, J
Λ
) satisfies 7.13.2, so that 7.27 is applicable in this case. For
l<i<j<n, denote aij=aji=(i^j}. ΎhenA={aij: \<i<j<n} has cardinality
(\β)n(n— 1). Order A lexicographically: afj<akl if min {/,</}<min {k, 1} or
min {ij} =min {k, 1} and max {/, j} <max {k, 1} . If i<j<k, then a{j<aik<ajk
and aijOaik=ajk9 so that (aik,ajk) is non-standard by 7.28. For &>3, let
Wk={(aik, ajk}): i<j<k}> and W=W3\J U WM. By 7.27.1, we have
7.31.1.
where ΛΓ4=Σ7Acn(—l) |V* l2" luίr*1. For a fixed A>3, we can identify Wk with
the set P2(Ik-ι) of all two element subsets of Ik_ly where //= {1, 2, •••, /} for any
natural number /. Making this identification, -ίVA=2vc/»2(/A.1)(— 1) | V |2" I U V | =
Σucιk-ί2~
ιm(ΣvGp
Λ
(u),\ίv=u(--iyV{) The parenthetical sum in this last ex-
pression depends only on | U \ , so that if we denote
7.31.2. β
r
 = Σ7Cpa(/Λυv-/. (~1)|F1,
then
7.31.3. ΛΓ^Σ I
If V^P2(Ir+ι) and U ^ '= iΓr+ι> then F is uniquely the disjoint union
FU(/
r
- U HX {^ +1} U Γx {r+1}, where F'cp2(/r), Γc U F, and ΓΦ0 if
U V=I
r
. Conversely, each pair (F7, T) satisfying these conditions gives rise to
V^P2(Ir+i) such that U V=Ir+1. Using these observations, a straightforward
calculation based on 7.31.2 gives the recursion relation a
r+1=(— l)r— ar. Since
a0=(— 1)°=1, it follows by induction that
7.31.4. a
r
 = (-\γ-\r-\) .
Hence, 7.31.4 and 7.31.3 yield Nk=l+(l/2) ΣU ί ^ ( - l/2)s. This sum
can be evaluated by differentiating the binomial expansion of x~1(l+x)k~1, ob-
taining Σ3*-f^fc})^-^"1(l+((*-2μ-l)(l+^-2). Consequently, Nk=
k(\β)k~l. Substituting this value of Nk into 7.31.1 and simplifying gives |G|<w!
Thus, the apparently crude estimate given by 7.27.1 is sharp for the case under
consideration. Some interesting byproducts come from this conclusion. First,
we see that for the given ordering of J
n
, the non-standard sequences of length 2
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are exactly those of the form (a
ίk, ajk) with i<j<k. Second, a strictly increasing
sequence of length greater than 2 in JH is standard if and only if it contains no
non-standard subsequence of length 2. Combining these observations with
Theorem 7.20 gives a canonical form for the representation of permutations as
products of transpositions.
Corollary 7.32. The elements of S
n
, n>Z, are canonίcally represented as
products of transpositions in the form (ily k^(ί2, k2) (im, km), where
7.32.1. l<ij<kj<n for\<i<m,
7.32.2. ί^ ^ ί^.,
7.32.3. if i~ij+l9 then *y<*,+1,
7.32.4. klt k2, ,km are distinct.
8. Symmetrically presented groups
In this section, as in the last one, the objects of our interest are pairs (G, A),
where G is a group, A<I(G), and <^4>— G. Now, however, the group G will
be more closely related to its generating symmetric groupoid A. To a con-
siderable extent, this section is a continuation of the work that was started in
Section 4.
Proposition 8.1. Let G be a group, and suppose that A is a subgroupoid of
I(G) such that (Ay=G. The following conditions are equivalent.
8.1.1. Π: S(A)-*G has kernel Γ0.
8.1.2. // His a group, and f: A->I(H)
is a groupoid homomorphism
 y then f extends to a group homomorphism of G to H.
8.1.3. The groupoid homomorphism fA: A-+I(EA) that was defined in 4.14 ex-
tends to an isomorphism of G to EA.
Proof. (1) 8.1.1 implies 8.1.2. Let /: A->I(H) be a groupoid homomor-
phism. It can be assumed that #=</(^4)>. Let /': S(A)-+S(f(A)) be the
monoid homomorphism induced by/, and let Π': S(f(A))-*H be defined as in
7.1.4. Plainly, the kernel Γ of Π'/' includes all pairs of the form 7.3.1 and
7.3.2, so that Γ0QΓ. Thus, there is a group homomorphism g: G-+H such
that Π'f'=gΠ. In particular, g(a)=f(ά) for all a^A.
(2) 8.1.2 implies 8.1.3. By virtue of 8.1.2, there is a group homomor-
phism g: G-*EA extending fA. It follows easily from 4.14.3 that g is surjective.
By 4.14.4, there is a group homomorphism h: EA-*G such that hfA is the in-
clusion map of A to G. Since G=<-4>, it follows that hg=lG. Thus, g is an
isomorphism.
(3) 8.1.3 implies 8.1.1. Let g: G-*EA be the isomorphism that extends
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fA. By the remark following 7.4, there is a monoid homomorphism k: S(A)-*EA
such that Ker k=T0. It is also easy to see that the restriction of k to the one
element sequences of S(A) coincides with the corresponding restriction of
gU.. Hence, gΠ=k, and Ker Π=Ker k=ΓQ.
DEFINITION 8.2. Let G be a group, and suppose that A is a subgroupoid
/(G) such that G= <^4>. Then G is symmetrically presented by A if the equi-
valent conditions of 8.1 are satisfied.
Corollary 8.3. If A is a special symmetric groupoid, then there is a group G
such that G is symmetrically presented by A. Moreover, G is uniquely determined
to within an isomorphism that fixes the elements of A.
This corollary is a special case of 4.14 and 4.15. The result was found in-
dependently by S. Doro; it appears in his paper [2],
It is useful to note that if G is symmetrically presented by A, then l&A.
In fact, the mapping sends every element of A to — 1 in the multiplicative group
H={1, —1} is a groupoid homomorphism of A to I(H) that surely cannot be
extended to a group homomorphism if l^A. This same argument gives the
stronger conclusion that no element of A can be in the commutator subgroup
G' of G. In particular, GΦG'. A more precise version of this observation
will be established later in this section.
Corollary 8.4. Assume that the group G is symmetrically presented by the
symmetric groupoid A. Let H be a group such that there is an injective groupoid
homomorphism f: A^>I(H), and H=(f(A)y. Then there is a surjective group
homomorphism g: G-*H extending f , and Kerg^C(G).
Proof. The homomorphism g exists by 8. 1 .2, and g(G)=
H. The inclusion Ker^cC(G) is a special case of our next lemma.
Lemma 8.5. Let G be a group, A<I(G) such that <^4>=G, and suppose
that g: G->H is a surjective group homomorphism.
8.5.1. I f g \ A is injective, then g-l(C(H))=C(G).
8.5.2. // Z(A)=IA and Kerg^C(G), then g\A is injective.
Proof. Since g is surjective, C(G)<^g-l(C(H)). Suppose that g(x)^C(H)y
where x=a1a2 an, a^A. Then for all b^A, g(b)= g(x)g(b)g(x)~1=g(a1oa2°
oa
n
ob). If g\A is injective, then b=a1oa2° °anob—xbx~1 for all b^A. Hence,
x^C(G) because (Ay=G. The implication 8.5.2 is a consequence of the ob-
servation that Z(A )={(ay b)^A2: ab<=C(G)},zndg(a)=g(b) implies ab(=Kerg^
C(G)fora,bE:A.
The result 8.4 shows that the groups H that are generated by a given sub-
groupoid A of I(H) can be found among the central homomorphs of the unique
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group G that is symmetrically presented by A. Not all GI groups are symme-
trically presented by a symmetric groupoid A. For example, if G is a finite, non-
abelian simple group, then G is generated by involutions (by the Fe it-Thompson
theorem), but G cannot be symmetrically presented because G'=G. However,
by 8.4 and 8.5, G=H/C(H), where H is symmetrically presented by any class of
involutions.
EXAMPLE 8.6. Let G
Λ
 be the free GI group on a set of a involutions. Then
G
Λ
 is symmetrically presented by I(G
Λ
)— {!}. In fact, by 4.12 and 4.4, any
groupoid homomorphism from I(G
Λ
)— {1} to I(H), where H is a group, extends
to a group homomorphism of G
Λ
 to H. Thus, (G
Λ
, I(G
a
)— {!}) satisfies 8.1.2.
EXAMPLE 8.7. For w>2, the symmetric group S
n
 is symmetrically pre-
sented by the symmetric groupoid J
n
 of all transpositions. If n= 2, this assertion
is obvious. If ft > 3, then it follows from Example 7.31 that Γ0 is the kernel of
the homomorphism Π: S(J
n
)—>S
n9 that is, 8.1.1 is satisfied.
Proposition 8.8. Let G be a group that admits a presentation
G = <a
ξ
, ξ<a: a\ = 1, ξ <a] wk(ά) = 1, k^Ky ,
where a is a cardinal number, and for every k^K, wk(ά) is a word of the form
8.8.1. a^ a^aξa^ a^.
Let A be the union of the conjugate classes of the elements a^ ξ<a. Then G is
symmetrically presented by A.
Proof. Plainly, A<I(G) and <^4>=G. Let F be the free group on
{xξi ξ<a}> and define the homomorphism/): F-*G by the condition p(x$)=a%
for all ξ<a. By the definition of a presentation, p is surjective, and Ker/> is
the smallest normal subgroup of G that contains all words of the form Λ?|, ξ<a,
and Wk=x ηχξl ''
χ
ξ
r
-1
χ
ξ
r
χ
ξ
r
-1'''
χ
ξ
ί
 Suppose that H is a group, and/: A-+I(H) is
a groupoid homomorphism. Define a group homomorphism h: F-*H by the
condition h(x^=f(a
ξ
) for all ξ<
a
. Then A(jc|)=/(α
ί
)2=l, since f(
Hence, x feKer h. Also, h(xξ
ι
 Xξ
r
_
ι
Xξ
r
Xξ
r
_
ι
 Xξ
ι
) = h(Xξ
ι
) h(xι.9)
'•• °/(«U =f(a!
 1°~ °«fr) =/K) = %J> where
(so that a^a^o oat., in A). Consequently,
wk = (xl)(x^1Xξι' Xξr_ιx^rXξr_l Xξι)^Kerh. Thus, ker/>QKerA, so that h
factors through p. That is, there is a group homomorphism g: G^>H such
Uιzth=gp. In particular, g(at.)=g(p(Xξ))=h(xξ)=f(aξ). Since G is generated
as a group by {αt.:ξ<α}> it follows that A is generated as a groupoid by
{α%: ξ<α}. Consequently, g\ A =/, so that G is symmetrically presented by A,
according to 8.1.2.
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Corollary 8.9. Every Coxeter group G is symmetrically presented by a sub-
groupoid of I(G).
Proof. Every Coxeter group G has a presentation G = (aly •••,#„: a} =
1, \<ί<n\ (aiaj)piί=ly \<i<j<n, where ί,v>2> (see [1]). Plainly, (ap^u is
of the form 8.8.1.
Since the symmetric group S
n
 is a Coxeter group, this corollary genera-
lizes Example 8.7.
There is a converse of 8.8.
Proposition 8.10. Let A be a special symmetric groupoid with a presenta-
tion
8.10.1. A = <as, ξ<a: v
ok(a) = vlk(a\
where v
ok(a) and vik(ά) are words in the language of groupoids involving the generators
a
ξ
. Fork<=K, <fejfrι* w*(<0=^A,-ι^ whenever
v
ok(a)=a^1°t"°aξr-1oaξry andvik(a)~aη10'"oar}S_1°^ηs Let G be the group that is
symmetrically presented by A. Then G has the presentation
8.10.2. G=Ofr ξ<a: α|=l, ξ<a\ wk(ά)=\,
Proof. Let G
Λ
 be the group that is freely generated by the set {u$: ξ<a} of
involutions (as in 4.3), and denote A
Λ
=I(G
Λ
)—{1}. By 4.12, A
Λ
 is the free
symmetric groupoid on {u%: ξ<a}. Let N be the smallest normal subgroup
of G
Λ
 that includes all of the words wk, and denote by Γ the smallest congruence
relation on A
Λ
 that contains all of the pairs (v
oky vlk), k^K. Here, wk represents
the group word that is obtained from wk(a) by replacing each occurrence of a\. by
Uξ, and v
ok, vlk are the groupoid words obtained from vQk(ά), vlk(a) by the same
replacements. If Δ={(^0, v^^A*: v^v^N}, then because Δ is a congruence
relation on A
Λ
 that obviously includes all pairs (v
ok vlk)y k^K, it follows that
Γ<ΞΔ. Since 8.10.1 is a presentation of A, the kernel of the homomorphism
p: A
Λ
->A such that p(uξ)=a^ for all ξ <a is Γ. By the hypothesis that A is
special and the fact noted in 8.6 that G
Λ
 is symmetrically presented by A
Λ
, it
follows that p can be extended to a group homomorphism g: G
Λ
->H, where H
is a group such that A<I(H). Plainly, N^Kerg, and Γ=Ker/>=Ker£|^4
Λ
2Δ.
Therefore, Γ = Δ. By the proof of 4.3, the group G
Λ
 has a presentation
G
Λ
=<u
ξy ξ<a: ιφ=l, ?<α>. Therefore, by 8.8, the group G defined by 8.10.2
is symmetrically presented by AJT, that is, by A.
Taken together, 8.8 and 8.10 imply the following closure property of the
class of symmetrically presented groups.
Corollary 8.11. Assume that G, is symmetrically presented by A{ for each
i in the index set J. Then the free product G=*,
e/Gt is symmetrically presented
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by the union of the conjugate classes in G of the elements in (J
 ί
€
Ξ
/-4t .
There is an analogous result for direct sums.
Lemma 8.12. Assume that G{ is symmetrically presented by A{ for each i
in the index set J. Then the direct sum G— Σ e/G, is symmetrically presented
A=\jlsfA{.
Proof. Plainly, A</(G) and C4> = < U .w A > = S.w G{ = G. Let/:
A^>I(H) be a groupoid homomorphism, where H is some group. By 8.1.2,
there exist group homomorphisms g, ,: Gt-+H such that gi\Ai^\Ai for all i&J.
If ίφy, af=A, and be=AJ9 then Λ(α)ff/%,(*)=^
Since Gf =C4$ > and Gy=<-4y>, it follows that £f (Gf ) centralizes £/Gy). Con-
sequently, there is a homomorphism g: G->H such that g\Gj=gi for all ί'e/.
In particular, g extends/. By 8.1.2, G is symmetrically presented by A.
There is a straightforward converse of 8.12. It will be omitted.
The results of Section 7 can be improved considerably when they are
applied to pairs (G, A) such that G is symmetrically presented by A. In fact,
even slightly weaker hypotheses give these improvements.
HYPOTHESES and NOTATION 8.13. Assume that G is a group, A<I(G)~ {1} ,
and (Ay=G. Let A=[]iE;jAi be the principal decomposition of A. For
, and <r=(α0> al9 — , α^JeS^), denote
Lemma 8.14. ίfϊίA ίA^ notation and hypotheses of 8.13, and the relation Γ0
defined in Section 7,
8.14.1 fjf(σ,τ)eΓ0, then | |σ||,ΞΞ||τ||. (mod 2) for alli<=J.
In particular, if G is symmetrically presented by A, then
8.14.2 if σ, τ<=S(A) satisfy Πσ=Πτ, then ||σ||t.= ||τ||t. (mod 2) for all itΞj.
Proof. If b^Af and a<=Ay then aob^A{. It follows that 8.14.1 is
satisfied whenever (σ, T) has one of the forms 7.3.1 or 7.3.2. The general case
of 8.14.1 follows by induction on the length of a sequence of primitive equi-
valences connecting σ and T. The implication 8.14.2 is a direct consequence
of 8.8.1 and 8.14.1.
The property 8.14.2 of symmetrically presented groups makes it possible
to define a signature map that generalizes the notion of the sign of a permutation.
It turns out that the pairs (G, A) satisfying 8.14.2 are considerably more common
than the prototype: G is symmetrically presented by A. It therefore seems
worthwhile to introduce yet another definition.
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TERMINOLOGY 8.15. A pair (G, A) that satisfies the hypotheses of 8.13 will
be called an S-pair if the implication 8.14.2 is satisfied.
If (G, A) is an S-pair, then the equivalent conditions of 7.13 are plainly
satisfied. Therefore, the various estimates of | G \ that were developed in the
last part of Section 7 are applicable in this case.
Lemma 8.16. Assume that the conventions 0/8.13 are in effect.
8.16.1. // a<=Ai and b(ΞAiy then ab<=Gf.
8.16.2. Every element of G' can be expressed in the form Πσ, where σ^S(A)
satisfies |k||, = 0 (mod 2) for all i<=J.
8.16.3. If {tft :/GΞ/} is a set of representatives of the principal components
of Ay then GIG' is an elementary abelίan 2-group that is spanned by {#,(7': /e/} .
8.16.4. If {#,: i^J} is a set of representatives of the principal components of
A, then {afl': i^J} are distinct, non-zero, linearly independent elements of G\G'
if and only if (G, A) is an S-pair.
Proof. (1) By 5.6, if α, b^Aiy then b=xax~1=xa~1x~1 for some x
Hence, ab=axa~lx~l^G'.
(2) It sufficies to observe that if x, J>^G, say x = Πρ, y = IIτ, then
xyx~ly~l=ΐlσ, where σ=ρτρ~lτ~l satisfies ||σ||f = 0 (mod 2) for all i^J.
(3) Since G=<C4>, it follows that G/G' is an abelian GI group, hence an
elementary 2-group. If/: G-^G/G' is the natural projection, then G/G' =
m=A<A>)=<fW>=<if(*fc ίey» by 8.16.1.
(4) Assume that (G, A) is an S-pair. By 8.16.2, σ(=S(A) and Πσ<ΞG'
implies ||σ||t =0 (mod 2) for all i^J. It follows that if ily •••,/, are distinct
elements of /, then a^ a^G'. Hence, passing to additive notation,
a^G'Λ ----- f-α lVG'Φθ in G/G'. Conversely, if (G, A) is not an S-pair, then
there exist <τ, r^S(A) such that Πσ=Πτ, and ||σ||;.^||τ||y (mod 2) for some
j<=J. Let p=στ-1. Then Πp— 1 and K= {ίe /: ||ρlL =l (mod 2)} is not
empty. By 8.16.1, Σie^G^O in G/G'.
Corollary 8.17. If (G, A) satisfies the hypotheses of 8.13, and A is principal,
then (G, A) is an S-pair if and only if | G/G' | =2.
Corollary 8.18. Let G be a finite 2-group. The following conditions are
equivalent.
8.18.1. There exists A<I(G) such that (G, A) is an S-pair.
8.18.2. G is generated by involutions.
8.18.3. G/G' has a generating set that consists of cosets of the form aGr ,
where α<Ξ/(G).
Proof. By the definition of S-pairs, 8.18.1 implies 8.18.2, and 8.18.2
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implies 8.18.3 by 8.16.3. If 8.18.3 is satisfied, say foG', -,a
r
G'} is a basis
of GIG' such that tf,e/(G) for \<i<r, let A be the union of the conjugate
classes of these a{. Then A<I(G)— {!}, and <A>=G by the Burnside basis
theorem. By 8.16.4, (G, A) is an S-pair.
Corollary 8.19. // (G, A) is an S-pair, and Ac:C<I(G), then (G, C) is
not an S-pair.
Proposition 8.20. Assume that the hypotheses 0/8.13 are satisfied, and that
(G, A) is an S-pair. Define the signature map sgn: G-*{— 1, \}Jby (sgnx)(i)=
(— l) l |σ | |ί, where x=ΐlσy σ^S(A). Then sgn is a well defined, group homo-
morphism of G onto the subgroup Fj of { — 1, \}J that consists of all ψ* such that
-^r(i)=\ for almost all i£Ξj. The kernel of sgn is the commutator subgroup G' of
G.
Proof. Since (G, A) is an S-pair, the definition of sgn is well posed. Also,
sgn is a homomorphism because ||στ||.— IHIί+llr l l , . for all σ, τ^S(A), and
i^J. If ty^Fj, let K={i^J: Λ]r(i)=~l}y and select an arbitrary a^A{ for
each i^K. Plainly, if x=ΐ[ieκai9 tnen sgn x=ψ. Conversely, it is clear that
sgn x^Fj for all x^G. Hence, F/ is the image of sgn. It follows from 8.16.1
and 8.16.2 that the kernel of sgn is G'.
Corollary 8.21. If (G, A) is an S-pair, andf: G-^H is a surjective homo-
morphism of groups such that Ker /^G', then (H,f(A)) is an S-pair.
Proof. Since Ker/^G'— Ker (sgn), the signature map factors through
/, that is, sgn=hf for some homomorphism h: H-^Fj. It follows that/(^4)^
/(#)-{!} and that /(Λ )n/(-4y)=0 if ίφy in /. We conclude from 5.8 that
f(A)= \}it=jf(Ai) is the principal decomposition of f(A). Moreover, if
σ<=S(A), then ||/σ||$.= |H|ie Consequently, Ufσ = Πfr implies UσT"1^
Ker/cG', so that 11/0-11,= l k | l < = I M I ί = l l / τ l l , (mod 2) for all i^J. Thus,
is an S-pair.
If a pair (G, A) is given satisfying the hypotheses 8.13, then the criterion
8.16.4 can generally be used to determine whether or not (G, A) is an S-pair.
Unfortunately, there is no effective criterion for determining whether G is
symmetrically presented by A. The rest of this section is devoted to con-
structing the group that is symmetrically presented by a symmetric groupoid of
the form KH, where H is a 2-divisible abelian group (see 5.23).
EXAMPLE 8.22. Let H be an arbitrary abelian group, written multiplica-
tively. Let L=Λ?H be the homogeneous component of degree 2 in the ex-
terior algebra of H. Then L is an abelian group that will also be written multi-
plicatively. The map HxH-+L defined by (x, y)-+x/\y is easily seen to be a
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factor set with respect to the trivial action of H on L. Let M be the correspond-
ing extension of L by H. Thus, there is a surjective homomorphism p: M-+H
with Ker p=L, and a cross section π: H-*M (satisfying pπ=lff) such that:
(1) each element of M is uniquely represented in the form π(x)l with
(2) (π(x)ΐ)(π(y)m)=π(xy)(x/\y)lm, (π(x)ΐ)-l=π(χ-l)l~l
ί
 and ττ(l)=l.
Since π(xyYlπ(x)π(y)=x/\y, it follows that
(3) M=<τt(x): *e#>.
Define θ: M-*M by 5(?r(Λ)/)=Λr(Λ"1)/. By a routine calculation.
(4) 0€ΞAutM, Θ2=1M, and {weM: ^(W)=W-I} = {W(Λ): Λ?eff}.
The facts given in (3) and (4) imply that θ can be used to construct a generalized
dihedral group over M. Specifically, define G to be the semidirect product
(5) G=Mχ
θ
<ay=M)JaM,
where a2=l and awa—θ(w) for all w^M. Denote A={aπ(x): x&H}. It
follows from (3) and (4) that ^4</(G)-{l} and <A>=G. In fact,
(6) (aπ(x))o(aπ(y))=aπ(x?y-i).
Let Dff=Hx -ι^ <X> be the generalized dihedral group over H that was defined
in 5.23. The projection homomorphism/): M-^H induces a surjective homo-
morphism /: G-*DH by f(aiw) = aip(w) (i = Q, 1; w^M) such that Ker/=L.
Since f(aπ(x))=ax, it follows that f\A is a groupoid isomorphism to A to KH.
A routine calculation shows that if H is not an elementary abelian 2-group, then
C(DH)=H2. It follows from 8.5.1 that if H is not an elementary abelian 2-
group, then
(7) C(G)={π(x)l:χξΞH2, l^L}.
In particular, if I(H)={1}> then C(G)=L. The commutator subgroup of G
is easily calculated to be
(8) G'= {π(x)l: x^H2, /<ΞL2} .
Let GH denote the group that is symmetrically presented by KH. In more
detail, there is an injective mapping x-^a(x) from H to I(GH) such that
a(x)oa(y)=a(x2y~1) for all x and y in Hy and GH is symmetrically presented by
{a(x)ι x^H}. By 8.1.2, there is a surjective group homomorphism g: G
a
-*G
such that g(a(x)) = aπ(x) for all x^H. Consequently, the homomorphism
h=fg: GH-^DH satisfies h(a(x))=ax.
(9) Ker h= {a(x1)a(x2) a(x2n)ι Λ1Λ?3 Λ?2n_ι= X2χ4'"χ2n} In fact> h(a(xl)a(x2)
•• a(x
r
))=ax1x^1x3 xr if r is odd, and h(a(x1)a(x2) a(xr))==xϊ1x2xjl xr if r is
even; (9) follows, since GH=ζ{a(x): x^H}y.
For x,y^H, denote £(#, j) = ^ (Λ;)α(l)α(3;χΛry). By (9), b(xy j
In particular, ό(#, jy)eC(G^) by 8.5.
(10) g(b(x,y))=xΛy.
In fact, ^(i(^^))=ατr(Λj)7r(^)β7r(Λy)=(7r(Λ;)7r(^
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(11)
Indeed, suppose that a(Xi)a(x2) a(x2n) e Ker A, with x1x3
(n>2) in accordance with (8). Then a(x1)a(oc2) a(x2H) =
a(xlx2lx3)a(x^^a(x2l^y and (Λ;1ΛJ^1ΛJ3)Λ;5 ΛJ2W_ι = ^ Λ ^2» Thus, (11) follows by
induction on n.
We now develop some properties of the mapping b: HxH-^C(GH). Let
x, y, and z be any elements of H.
(12) b(x,y)=b(y,X)-\
In fact, ft(*,^)ft(y, x)=a(x)a(\)a(y)b(y, x)a(xy)=a(x)a(V)a(y)a(y)a(\)a(x)a(xy)a(xy)
= 1.
(13) δ(l, *)=*(*, 1)=1.
(14) *(*, ?)=*(*, χ-ly)=b(xy-\ y).
Since a(x)°a(y) = a(x?y~l), we have a(y)a(ocy)a(x) = a(x~1y)9 so that i(#,<y)==
a(x)a(l)a(y)a(xy)=a(x)a(l)a(x~1y)a(y)=b(xyx~1y). Also, i(«,y) = ft(*y"1,y) by
(12).
(15) b(zx, y)b(zy ,x)=b(z, x)b(z, y).
Indeed, b(zx,y)b(zy9 x)=a(zx)a(y)a(l)b(zy, x)a(zxy)=a(zx)a(l)a(y)a(zy)a(l)a(x)
=a(zx)a(z)a(z)a(l)a(y)a(zy)a(l)a(x) = a(zx)a(z)b(z,y)a(l)a(x)=b(x, z)~lb(z, y)=
b(z,x)b(z,y)by(l2).
(16) b(**,y)=b(x,yγ=b(x,y*).
By (13), (14), and (15), b(x
ί
y)=b(x9y)b(x,χ-1x)=b(xίy)b(xy x)=b(^y)b(xyy x)
=b(x?,y)b(y,x), so that (16) follows from (12).
(17) b(xy,zγ=b(x,zyb(y,zy.
By (15), b(3cy,z)b(xz9y) = b(x,y)b(x,z) and b(xy, z)b(yz, x) = b(y,x)b(y9 z).
Multiplying these equalities, and using (12) and (15) gives b(x,z)b(y,z)=
b(xy,z)2b(xz,y)b(yz,x)=b(xy,z)2b(z,x)b(z,y). Thus, (17) follows, using (12).
It follows from (16) and (17) that if the group H is 2-divisible (that is,
H2=H), then b(xy> z)=b(x, z)b(y, z) for all x, y, and z in H. Thus, by (12), b
is an alternating bilinear mapping from HxH to C(GH). The universal pro-
perty of A.2H then implies that there is a group homomorphism k: A.2H-+C(GH)
such that k(x/\y)=b(x,y) for all x, y^H. It follows from (10) that k is the
inverse of g\C(GH). Summarizing: if H is a 2-divisible abelian group, then
the center C(GH) of the group GH that is symmetrically presented by KH is
isomorphic to K2H\ moreover, GH is isomorphic to the group G whose construc-
tion was described above (since Ker£={l} by 8.5).
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